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Abstract: Laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate the infiltration and wetting front under various thicknesses of the soil layers. 
Two layered of Northern Iraqi soils, including a sandy loam, silty loam and loamy sand of different depths, fine texture layer over coarse texture 
layer and coarse texture layer over fine texture layer were evaluated. The numerical model HYDRUS-1D based on the Richards equation was 
applied to simulate a series of infiltration processes accumulated infiltration and wetting front, with van Genuchten hydraulic parameters. R  2

(coefficient of determination) and RMSE (root mean square error) were used to show the degree of accurate prediction between the observed 
and simulated data. The accumulated infiltration and wetting front affected by the sequence and thickness of soil layers. An interface existing in 
the layered soils, whether a fine over coarse layer or a coarse over fine layer, had a common feature of limiting downward water movement. In 
general, the fine soil layer eventually controls the infiltration process in both cases of fine over coarse and coarse over fine providing the 
waterfront pass the interface between coarse and fine layer. The HYDRUS-1D provided accurate simulation results of accumulative infiltration 
and wetting front depths, since the  R  values varies from 0.9 to 0.99, between  simulated and observed values. RMSE values ranged between 2

1.3 to 1.6 for accumulative infiltration depths and between 0.6 and 0.9 for wetting front depths. The depression in R  and RMSE values was 2

observed with the increasing of upper layer depths from 5 to 20 cm. This indicates that HYDRUS-1D model was capable of accurately 
simulating the various infiltration processes in multilayered soils.
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Infiltration has a distinguished fundamental role in 

surface, subsurface agricultural irrigation and hydrology (Milla 

and Kish 2006). For evaluation of infiltration computation a 

huge number of mathematical models developed, which 

classified into empirical, semi-empirical models and physically 

based models, the semi-empirical and empirical models 

derived from experimental data such as Kostiakov and Horton 

models (Aminul Islam et al 2019). The physically based 

models can easily describe the detailed infiltration process 

unlike the semi-empirical and empirical equations, which 

cannot give the detailed information of infiltration. The most 

famous physically based models are Richards's equation, 

which derived by using Darcy's law and the mass 

conservation. These equations have been solved numerically 

by using finite difference and finite element methods, which 

can be solved tediously by an iterative implicit technique. 1-D 

infiltration model based on layered soils have been developed, 

and this model was used to study infiltration in a three-layered 

system (seal-tillage-subsoil) (Damodhara Rao et al 2006).  

HYDRUS-1D software code was developed to solve the 

Richards's equation to simulate one and two dimensional 

water movement in variably saturated media (Simunek et al 

2005). When water move from course to fine soils layer, 

wetting front reaches the finer soil  due to the attraction for 

water of the underlying finer soil the infiltration rates slightly 

increased and because of the fineness of the pores a markedly 

reduction happen owing to  the resistance to flow. When water 

moves  fine texture layer into a coarser layer, water cannot  from

enter the coarse soil layer until the water pressure sufficiently 

fill the larger pores and narrow flow channels occur through the 

entire coarse layer (Jury and Horton 2004).

The effective relationship between the observed and 

simulated data generated by using HYDRUS-1D simulation 

of infiltration rate and the accumulative infiltration was 

observed. However, modified Green-Ampt model could 

better describe the advancing of wetting front than HYDRUS-

1D (Ying Maa et al 2010). Xiaofang et al (2018) used 

HYDRUS-1D to simulate infiltration, wetting front and water 

content during horizontal and vertical infiltration in wettable, 

slightly water-repellent, and strongly water-repellent soils 

and observed very good agreement, which confirmed the 

application of HYDRUS-1D in water-repellent soils. The aim 

of this study is to exam and evaluate HYDRUS-1D model in 

simulation the accumulated infiltration and advancing of 

wetting front with different soil textures, and with layered soils 

of different textures of different thickness at the top and the 

bottom of soil columns.

 MATERIAL AND METHODS

Four different soils were used to study the infiltration and 
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